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3.5 Another Curve Proof

Our last proof is again inspired by Gauss, and contains elements of both his first and
fourth proofs. While this proof is not as simple or elegant as the previous proofs it
does illustrate the geometry of complex polynomial functions and has some surprising
connections with Newton’s method which we will explore in the next section. The
details of this proof can be understood with a knowledge of advanced calculus and
a small amount of complex analysis. A complete proof has been provided by James
D. Moor in his 1982 Masters Thesis at Northeastern Illinios University. In fact, Mr.
Moor’s Thesis on the FTA has been the inspiration for the first part of this chapter.

We start by generalizing the idea of the argument of a complex number. Given a
complex numberz = x+yi with x 6= 0 note that there is a unique angleφ,−π/2 < φ <
π/2 such thattan φ = y/x, i.e. φ = arctan(y/x). Then fromtan φ = sin φ/ cos φ =
y/x we get

x ∗ sin φ− y ∗ cos φ = 0

Conversely, every numberz = x + yi which satisfies this equation either is 0 or has
argumentφ+kπ for some integerk. Moreover, all purely imaginary numbersyi satisfy
this equation forφ = π/2. Thus every complex number satisfies an equation of this
type for at least oneφ,−π/2 < φ ≤ π/2.

In this proof we consider a complex polynomialf(z) = u(z) + v(z)i with real
and imaginary partsu(z) andv(z) respectively. Fixφ, −π/2 < φ ≤ π/2, and let
Γφ(f) = Γφ = {z ∈ CCC|u(z) sin φ − v(z) cos φ = 0}. ThusΓφ is the set of all points
z in the complex plane such that the argument off(z) is φ + kπ for some integerk or
f(z) = 0. As remarked above, every point in the complex plane is contained in some
Γφ. In Gauss’s fourth proof the ”seashore” was the setΓπ/2 , and in Gauss’s first proof
he considered both the curvesΓ0 andΓπ/2.

A set D of complex numbers is calledconnectedif there do not exist non-empty
open setsU, V of CCC such thatU ∩ V = ∅ but D is contained in the union ofU andV .
If a setD is not connected it is the union of (possibly infinitely many) largest possible
connected subsets called ”components”.

James Moor proves the following theorem, considerably stronger than the FTA, in
his thesis.

Theorem 3.5.1 Let f(z) be a non-constant complex polynomial having no multiple
roots. Then the setsΓφ(f) are non-empty and, for all but finitely manyφ,−π/2 <
φ ≤ π/2 every component ofΓφ(f) contains a root off(z).

Actually it is almost certainly true that all the components of allΓφ pass through
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a root, but Moor’s proof fails for those values ofφ such that there is az ∈ Γφ with
f ′(z) = 0.

We will only sketch the proof here. We can show that the setsΓφ are not empty (for
all φ, no exceptions) by approximatingf(z) by zn wheredeg f(z) = n. Now pick φ
such thatf ′(z) 6= 0 for z ∈ Γφ. Write f(z) = u(z) + iv(z) whereu(z) = Ref(z)

andv(z) = Im f(z), then define a functionhφ(z) =
√

2
2

(u(z) ∗ cos φ + v(z) ∗ sin φ).
hφ(z) is a real valued function of the complex variablez. We note that|hφ(z)| = |f(z)|
on Γφ so it is enough to show thathφ(z) is zero for somez in each component ofΓφ.
(Note the similarity with Gauss’s fourth proof: Gauss showed that each component of
the seashoreΓπ/2 contained a point wherehπ/2(z) = Im f(z) = 0.) The hard part
of the proof is showing by means of topology and analysis that on any component
of Γφ, hφ(z) can be neither bounded above nor below and thus takes both positive and
negative values. The proof concludes by applying the intermediate value theorem which
holds for any continuous real valued function defined on a connected set.

Figure 3.4:Γ0, Γ±π/4, Γπ/2 for z3 − 1

There are infinitely manyΓφ, (even forgetting the exceptional ones) and each has
many components, but there are only finitely many roots. It follows that many different
components intersect at the roots. In fact, it follows easily from the definition ofΓφ that
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differentΓφ can only intersect at roots. Conversely, it is not difficult to prove that each
root is contained in one component ofΓφ for everyφ. Thus one can locate the roots
as the places where components of differentΓφ intersect. This was exactly Gauss’s
approach to his first proof.

The picture in the figure shows the curvesΓφ for f(z) = z3 − 1. We will call these
Gauss curves. Note that there are three places where two curves seem to intersect.
These points are actually the critical points, i.e. the points wheref ′(z) = 0, and both
curves are actually algebraic branches of the sameΓφ. The other 4 points where many
curves intersect are the roots. Although this method for finding roots is not recom-
mended, this picture shows that with a computer Gauss’s idea for proving existence of
roots can actually be used to find roots.

Maple Implementation

You may wish to plot some Γφ yourself. Define a complex poly-
nomial, eg.

f:=zˆ3 -1;

and then define real valued functions u(x, y), v(x, y) giving the real
and complex parts of f(x + iy) by (using arrow notation)

u := (x,y) -> evalf(evalc(Re(subs(z=x+I*y,f))));
v := (x,y) -> evalf(evalc(Im(subs(z=x+I*y,f))));

Give the command with(plots,contourplot); to obtain the
contourplot procedure from the plotting package. Pick an angle
φ and define r := sin φ, s := cos φ. To plot the curve Γφ use the
command

contourplot(r*u(x,y)-s*v(x,y), x=a..b, y=c..d,
contours=[0]);

where {z = x + i ∗ y|a ≤ x ≤ b, c ≤ y ≤ d} is the region of the
complex plane you want to see. If you want to draw several different
Γφ so as to obtain a picture similar to the cover picture you should
draw each separate Γφ separately and save to a variable, eg.

P1:=contourplot( [stuff] ):
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Note the importance of the colon rather than semicolon at the
end, the colon supresses printing and you do not want to see
pages of raw plotting data on your screen! You also should re-
trieve the display procedure using the command with(plots,
display); . When you have successfully saved the individual Γφ

you can now draw the entire picture using the command

display({P1,P2,P3,P4});

Exercise 3.5.1Draw the Gauss curvesΓφ for the polynomialf(z) = z4 + 4 for
φ = 0,±π/4,±π/2. Can you see the roots?

3.6 Connection between the FTA and Newton’s Method

Newton was concerned with finding a method to calculate approximate roots of real
polynomials whereas Gauss was interested in proving only the existence of complex
roots. It comes therefore as another example of the remarkable internal consistency of
mathematics that Newton’s method and Gauss’s proof find roots the same way – they
travel along the curvesΓφ.

For Newton’s method this is not precisely true but by experimentation one can ob-
serve a definite pattern as to how the complex Newton’s method approaches a root.
Starting with an initial pointz0 and definingzn+1 = zn − f(zn)/f ′(zn) as in New-
ton’s method, it can be seen that very often the valuesf(z0), f(z1), . . . approach 0 in a
straight line, i.e these numbers all have approximately the same argument, sayφ. Then
the pointsz0, z1, z2, . . . all lie in (or near)Γφ

Of course this is a tendency, not a sure thing, and hence we can not “prove” it.
We can give a heuristic argument. Ifc is a root off(z) the Taylor’s series aboutc is
f(z) = b1(z−c)+b2(z−c)2+· · ·+bn(z−c)n. Whenz is far away fromc the top degree
term dominates, whenz is close toc the lowest degree term dominates. In both of these
casesf(z) can be approximated by a monomialbk(z−c)k. Applying Newton’s method
to the monomialf(z) = (z− c)k we can easily calculatezn+1 = (1−1/k)zn + c/k and
thenf(zn+1) = (1 − 1/k)kf(zn). Thus in this casef(zn) andf(zn+1) have the same
argument.

We can better observe this phenomenon by replacing Newton’s method by a “damp-
ed” Newton’s method. Here we choose a real numberh > 0, usuallyh is close to 0,
and starting from an initial estimatez0 we definezn+1 by

zn+1 = zn − h ∗ f(zn)/f ′(zn).
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Figure 3.5: Damped Newton’s method,f(z) = z3 − 1, h = .1

Whenh is small, this slows down convergence of Newton’s method and with an appro-
priate graphics program one can use this damped Newton’s method to draw very close
approximations to the curvesΓφ.

In some cases when a polynomial has many roots in a small area, the damped
method may actually outperform the regular Newton’s method.

Maple Implementation

The figure in this section was drawn by MAPLE using the follow-
ing:

f:=zˆ3-1;
f1:=3*zˆ2;
h:=0.1;
NC:=proc(u)

local L,w,n;
L:=[];
w:=u;
for n to 50 do

L:=[op(L), [evalc(Re(w)), evalc(Im(w))] ];
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w:=w-h*evalf(subs(z=w,f))/evalf(subs(z=w,f1));
od;
RETURN(L);

end;

plot({NC(2.5),NC(2.5+.5*I),NC(2.5+1.5*I),NC(2+2*I),
NC(1.15+2*I), NC(.7+2*I),NC(2*I),NC(-.5*2*I),
NC(-1.1+2*I),NC(-1.8+2*I), NC(-2.5+2*I),NC(-2.5+I),
NC(-2.5),NC(-2.5-I),NC(-2.5-2*I), NC(-1.8-2*I),
NC(-1.1-2*I),NC(-2*I),NC(.7-2*I),NC(1.15-2*I),
NC(2-2*I),NC(2.5-1.5*I),NC(2.5-.5*I),NC(-0.2+.35*I),
NC(-0.2-.35*I), NC(0.4)},x=-2.5..2.5, y=-2..2,
style=POINT,symbol=POINT,color=black,axes=NONE);

Here f is the polynomial, f1 is the derivative, h is the damping
factor, and NC is a procedure which takes initial point u and pro-
duces a list of the first 50 iterations of the complex Newton’s method.

Exercise 3.6.1Draw the curves of the damped Newton’s method forf(z) = z4 + 4.

If one letsh go to zero in the damped Newton’s method we get thecontinuous
Newton’s method which gives us precisely the Gauss curves. The idea is that instead
of indexing our iterates by positive integers and writingzn+1 = zn − h f(zn)

f ′(zn)
we index

by real numbers, so our iterates arez(t) for t > 0 andz(t + h) = z(t)− h f(z(t))
f ′(z(t))

This
gives

z(t + h)− z(t) = −h
f(z(t))

f ′(z(t))

and then

z(t + h)− z(t)

h
= − f(z(t))

f ′(z(t))

and taking the limit ash → 0

z′(t) = − f(z(t))

f ′(z(t))

so

f ′(z(t))z′(t) = −f(z(t))

which by the chain rule gives

f(z)′(t) = −f(z(t))
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The last equation is a differential equation which we solve with initial condition
f(z(0)) = z0. J.W. Neuberger shows in his articleContinuous Newton’s Method for
Polynomialsthat the solution curves are exactly the portion of the curveΓarg p(z0) from
z0 to the appropriate root. If you are experienced in solving differential equations nu-
merically with Maple you can easily draw these curves (see Figure 3.6), although you
need to view this complex equation as a system of two real equations.

3.7 Where Newton’s Method does not Converge

It would seem from the discussion in the last section that given appropriate knowledge
of the curvesΓφ one could accurately predict which initial point will converge to which
root by Newton’s method. Given a rootc of f(z), we will call the set of complex
numbersz0 for which Newton’s method with intial pointz0 converges toc, thebasin
of attractionfor c. Thus portions of the curvesΓφ, whereφ is an argument off(c) for
pointsc wheref ′(c) = 0, appear to form the boundary of the basins of attraction. This
is to some extent true using a heavily damped version of Newton’s method, which is
why the damped method may be useful in practice. But using an undamped version
of the method the boundaries of the regions of convergence usually turn out not to be
algebraic curves at all, or even curves for that matter, but rather fractals.

Figure 3.6: Basin of attraction ofc = 1 for f(z) = z3 − 1

It is not difficult to show that for a given rootc that its basin of attraction is an open
set, further for different rootsc these basins clearly have no points in common. It is
more difficult to show (using advanced ideas from Topology) that the complement of
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any union of two or more open sets with no points in common must be an uncountable
set. Since the complement of the basins of attaction is the set of points which converge
to no roots this says that we have an uncountable number of such points, i.e. as many
such points as there are real numbers.

This set of non-convergence, which we call theJulia set, is often afractal. This is a
set which is too big (in this case) to be one dimensional but not large enough to be two
dimensional.

Fractals were discovered in the early part of this century by the mathematicians
Fatou and Julia but were considered too abstract to be of interest to any but the most
abstract mathematicians. In the last 20 years fractals have been rediscovered and are be-
ing studied by applied mathematicians, physicists, chemists, biologists and, mostly, by
computer hobbyists. If you are interested in learning more about fractals, type the word
“fractal” in any web search engine and you will get a long list of sites to visit. The Julia
set of Complex Newton’s method is an area of intense current study in mathematics.

With all these many points for which Newton’s method does not converge one might
think that Newton’s complex method would be a bad method in practice. But each point
at where the method does not converge is generally surrounded by points at which the
method does converge. On a computer complex numbers are approximated by floating
point numbers, thus even if one tries to pick a point in the Julia set as an initial point, the
floating point approximation is probably not in the Julia set due to the small roundoff
error. And even if it is, the next iteration probably won’t be. Thus in practice

you would be quite unlucky to choose an imaginary initial point where Newton’s
method does not converge.

However, it is possible to give examples of polynomials and imaginary initial points
where Newton’s method does not converge. Generally these points are points where the
Newton iteration functiong(z) = z − f(z)/f ′(z) has an attracting periodic point. A
standard example is the polynomialf(z) = z3 − z + .70711 with initial point−1.75 +
2.6i. Another example comes from an exercise in a standard Calculus text,f(z) =
z4 +2z3−z−1 for which0,−1 are attracting periodic points of period 2 forg(z). Here
if you pick an imaginary initial point near 0 or−1, Newton’s method won’t converge.

Exercise 3.7.1Considerf(z) = 3z4− 6z3− z2 +4z− 4. Find imaginary initial points
where Newton’s method does not converge. Try to describe the set of non-convergence
as well as you can.

We summarize what we know about how Newton’s method should and does work.
In theory, the Gauss curvesΓφ of section 3.5 describe the behavior of Newton’s method.
In particular thecritical Gauss curves forφ = arctan(vj/uj) wherez1, . . . , zn−1 are
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the critical pointsf ′(zj) = 0 anduj + ivj = f(zj) contain the theoretical boundaries
for the basins of attraction of the roots off(z) (We are assuming no multiple root).
This is precisely true when we replace Newton’s method with the continuous Newton’s
method and almost true when we use a heavily damped Newton’s method. See Figure
3.7 where the dashed curves are Gauss curves, the solid curves are from continuous
Newton’s Method and the dotted curves are heavily damped Newton’s method.

Figure 3.7: Gauss curves and Newton’s method forf(z) = (z2 − 2)(z2 + 1)

For the standard Newton’s method things do not work quite as nicely. The criti-
cal Gauss curves identified above do still tend to delineate the basins, however they
are surrounded by small fractal bounded regions where Newton’s method behaves un-
predictably and at times chaotically. As long as one stays away from these regions
Newton’s method will work well. Of course, it is much harder to draw the critical
Gauss curves than to apply Newton’s method so in practice we just apply Newton’s
method with more or less randomly chosen imaginary initial points and hope for the
best. We are rarely disappointed.
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3.8 Real Newton’s Method Revisited

For real Newton’s method there is a fair amount known about the Julia set and the
strange behavior possible from the real Newton’s method. We mention, without proof,
three theorems. The interested reader may wish to look at the excellent article by Don-
ald Saari and John Urenko in theAmerican Mathematical Monthly, Volume 91, Number
1, January 1984 pp 3 - 18.

For the first theorem we need some more definitions from topology. A pointx0 is
anaccumulation pointof the setD if for eachr > 0 there is a pointy of D, y 6= x0 such
that |y − x0| < r. The difference between a limit point and an accumulation point is
that a point inD is automatically a limit point ofD but not necessarily an accumulation
point. A setD is completely disconnectedif each component consists of exactly one
point. In the case of a subsetD of the reals,D is completely disconnected if given
x < y both inD there exists a pointz not inD such thatx < z < y. Finally a setD is
called aCantorset if it is closed, every point ofD is an accumulation point ofD andD
is completely disconnected. It can be shown that every Cantor set is uncountable, i.e.
cannot be put in a 1-1 correspondence with the integers. On the other hand, Cantor sets
have measure (length) zero.

The standard example of a Cantor set is the set known as THE Cantor set. Start
with the unit interval{x|0 ≤ x ≤ 1} and remove the open interval consisiting of the
middle third, i.e. remove{x|1/3 < x < 2/3}. Then remove the middle third of each of
the remaining intervals and then the middle third of the remaining intervals and so on
and so on. . . What is left is THE Cantor set.

Some calculus textbooks give the impression that the only points where Newton’s
method does not converge is where the derivative is 0. The first theorem (due to B.
Barna) says that these few points are insignificant compared to the full set of non-
convergence.

Theorem 3.8.1 Letf(x) be a real polynomial of degreen ≥ 4 with withn distinct real
roots. LetD be the set of initial points for which Newton’s method neither converges
nor hits a point wheref ′(x) = 0. D is a Cantor set.

Supposex0, x1, x2, . . . is a sequence of points. The sequence is calledperiodicof
periodk if xj+k = xj for everyj = 0, 1, 2, . . .. In this case the set{x0, x1, . . . , xk−1} is
called theorbit. An example is the polynomialf(x) = 1+4x−12x2 +13x3−6x4 +x5

of section 2.10. Newton’s iteration starting withx0 = 5.048177 will give rise to a
sequence which is periodic of period 8. Our next theorem which has been attributed
separately to both Sarkovskii and Yorke says such examples are common:
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Theorem 3.8.2 Let f(x) be a real polynomial with at least 3 distinct real roots. Then
for everyk > 1 there is an initial pointx0 so that the sequence given by Newton’s
method with initial pointx0 has periodk.

In §2.9 we noted that an iteration process, such as Newton’s method, can have 4
outcomes, 1) it can converge to a fixed point (root in this case) and this happens for most
initial points using Newton’s method, 2) it can go off to infinity, which is impossible
with Newton’s method (although one can count those initial points which lead to an
iteration wheref ′(xn) = 0 as being in this category), 3) it can lead to a periodic obit,
here the last theorem says we do get orbits of every size, and finally 4) it can give chaos.
The last theorem due to Saari and Urenko says that we have any “chaos” we want. We
recall from section 2.5 that if a polynomialf(x) of degreen hasn distinct real roots
thenf ′(x) hasn− 1 distinct real roots, one between each pair of roots off(x).

Theorem 3.8.3 Let f(x) be a real polynomial of degreen with n distinct real roots,
n ≥ 4. Letα1 < α2 < · · · < αn−1 be the roots off ′(x). Denote byI(j) the interval
{x|αj < x < αj+1} for j = 1, 2, . . . , n−2. Let{sj} be any infinite sequence of integers
from the set{1, 2, . . . , n − 2}. Then there is an initial pointx0 such that the sequence
of Newton iterates satisfiesxj ∈ I(sj) for everyj = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . ..

Once again we emphasize that these three theorems give the “theoretical” structure
of the Julia set. In practice it is usually impossible to actually achieve these points by
computer.

Exercise 3.8.1The polynomialf(x) = x4 − 4x3 + 4x2 − 0.5 has4 distinct real roots
andf ′(x) has roots0, 1 and2. Consider the sequence

{sj} = {1, 2, 1, 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 1, 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, . . .}.

Illustrate Theorem 3.8.3 by finding an initial pointx0 so that the sequence of Newton it-
erates satisfiesxj ∈ I(sj) for j = 0, 1, 2, if you are more ambitious do ,j = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4,
better yetj = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 6. You may be able to go further. Note that in the second case
you must findx0 such that0 < x0, x2, x3 < 1 and1 < x1, x4 < 2. It is suggested that
you approach this problem both graphically and numerically and use 20 or more digit
accuracy on MAPLE. [Note: Student William Browder found an example in 1999 with
xj ∈ I(sj) for j = 1, . . . , 12 and Timothy Basaldua found one in 2001 that satisfies
the condition forj = 1, . . . , 18. Mr. Basaldua’s example was given to 52 significant
digits!]
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Although one could infer from Theorem 3.8.1 that the chaotic set is uncountable
we get a fairly direct proof from Theorem 3.8.3. In the setting of that theorem shift the
indexing down by 1, that is sayJ0 = I(1), J1 = I(2), . . . , Jn−3 = I(n − 2). Given
any sequences1, s1, . . . from the set{0, 1, 2, . . . , n− 2} we can view this as the digits
in the baseb = n − 2 expansion of the real numbers =

∑∞
j=0 sjb

−j. Note0 ≤ s < 1
and, conversely, every number in that interval has such an expansion. For each initial
point x0 whose iteration sequence stays in the big intervalα1 < xj < αn−1 we can
then assign a real numbers so that thejth digit of the baseb expansion ofs is k if and
only if xj ∈ Jk. The Saari-Urenko theorem then says that this function is onto. But, in
particular, the behavior of Newton’s method with intitial pointx0 is chaotic precisely if
s is irrational! Thus there are at least as many initial points giving chaotic behavior as
there are irrational numbers between 0 and 1. Thus there are uncountably many initial
points giving chaotic behavior.

3.9 Iteration of Quadratic Polynomials

The iteration function associated to Newton’s method isg(x) = x− f(x)/f ′(x) which
is a rational, not a polynomial function. However iterating polynomial functions can
give the same type of strange behavior that we observed in the previous section. In fact
we don’t have to go farther than the quadratic functionf(z) = z2 + c to get interesting
examples.

As mentioned in section 2.9, when a function is iterated the iterates may converge to
a fixed point, the iterates may eventually become periodic, the iterates may go towards
infinity in modulus or we may have chaos. For this functionf(z) = z2 + c if we hold
the parameterc fixed and vary the initial point then the set of initial points that give non-
constant period behavior or chaos is properly called theJulia set. This set is generally
a fractal. Recall afractal is a set that is too big to be one dimensional but too small
to be two dimensional. Unfortunately, it is difficult to draw a fractal on the computer,
thus people generally draw instead the set of initial points for which the iterates do not
go to infinity. This set, by a slight abuse of notation, is usually also called the Julia set,
although in fact it is really the boundary of this set that is the Julia set. A typical Julia
set for a polynomial of the formf(z) = z2 + c is given in the first figure.

On the other hand, we could leave the initial point constant (say atz0 = 0) and vary
c. Then the set of complex numbersc for which the iteration produces non-constant
periodic behavior or chaos is calledthe Mandelbrot set. This is again a fractal. Again,
in practice it is easier to draw instead the set of pointsc for which iteration starting a0
stays bounded so it is this Mandelbrot set, one picture of which is given in the second
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Figure 3.8: Julia set forf(z) = z2 + c for a typicalc

figure, which has become a well known sight recently.
Again we mention that MAPLE is not a good environment for drawing Julia and

Mandelbrot sets. But there is a lot of software for this available on the internet, as well
as many pictures of Julia and Mandelbrot sets.

Exercise 3.9.1Explain why the Julia set above has a rotation symmetry while the Man-
delbrot set above has a reflection symmetry.

Exercise 3.9.2Look up Julia and Mandelbrot sets on the Web and write a short report.
Print out some of the pictures you find.
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Figure 3.9: The Mandelbrot set forf(z) = z2 + c


